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Science meets Parliament Virtual meeting March 2021 

Bespoke training of science and policy, a platform to build relationships, make connections and 
generate new ideas. 

Helping shift from blue sky (discovery) to translation/ commercialisation. 

Key messages 

- Connect with like-minded and passionate people to get your ideas/messages heard by 
government. “Multiple voices but one clear message”.  

- Use collective engagement/ committees of enquiry to develop submissions. 
- Ensure submissions are read carefully by a range of stakeholders to avoid unintended 

consequences* if a bill is passed by government. 
- STEM is grounded in evidence-informed decisions, but this does not speak to politicians. Rather, 

make an argument that the evidence matters rather than argue the evidence per se.  The qualitative 
evidence/personal story matters when speaking to politicians. 

- Politicians are “selling” legislation to get bills passed, so they want to know what is important and 
why, what’s in it for them and what’s in it for their constituents? We need to harness “the power 
of telling a good story”. 

- Impact is about utilising & adopting research outputs to create value. To do this we need to create 
a culture of ‘with’ and ‘not against’. Find people to help you translate your research. 

- Australia needs more science-trained staff in parliament.  
- Governments expect research to have impact – this is their return on investment. Work with end-

user from the start of the research process. View the CSIRO framework for impact as an example 
 

*Example of unintended consequences: “how can you incentivised research in rare cancers?” The 
current regulatory processes for clinical trials in Australia slows progress and access to cutting edge 
treatments that can prolong life. Australia failed to recruit to an international trial in a rare brain 
cancer because the recruitment target for the study was met before Australia could commence 
recruitment. This resulted in Australian patients missing out on this treatment.  i.e an unintended 
consequence of the regulatory process 

Tuesday 9th March - How to Marie Kondo your writing 

- Key to good writing, keep it simple 

When talking with government: 

- State why there is a need to respond to your problem (i.e the problem you are researching) 
- State what the issue is  
- Know what you want them to do about it (i.e the solution) 

Tuesday 16th: Public service and policymaking 

Public policy process: orderly process to enable an issue to be thought-out. Public servants are not the 
decision maker. The ministers make decisions. The public servant offers solutions or policies. Public 
servants also have a role in implementation of policies. To influence public policy, advocates need to 
help public servants with storytelling and providing evidence. To communicate science to public 
servants, write briefs and make submissions for ministers. 

“Don’t be afraid to use your expertise” Get it out there, test it with people. Help shape the outcome 
by consulting with government. Engage government early. Learn how to communicate the findings, 
with a story not just facts. Think about how you can add to public policy. 

https://www.csiro.au/en/about/corporate-governance/ensuring-our-impact/evaluating-our-impact
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Shape information for policy makers by engaging with them early to get the science out there in a way 
it can be used. “Feed into each other’s work”.   Go to the department not the minister. Make 
connections between your research and what matters to the government of the day. 

Engage with and contribute information for knowledge brokers e.g The Conversation; The 
Mandarin. 

Meeting a parliamentarian 

My meeting with the member for Forde (QLD) Mr Bert van Manen, was cancelled on the morning of 
the scheduled meeting. Despite this, some tips for future meetings with parliamentarians are: 

- Remind yourself an MP is a person just like any other.  
- Know what key issues are on their mind. What have they been saying and doing.  
- Make it person to person. Not transactional. What is your story? Be positive at all times.  
- Have an outcome; something as a follow up or a connection; invite them to visit your 

workplace.  
- Be prepared to answer: ‘Why is your work important for Australia?’ Focus the 

conversation. 
- Deliver your message as a value proposition; tell the story not the facts per se “facts don’t win 

arguments but they are the source of credibility”. The message needs to be a value 
proposition. What are you asking the Parliamentarian to ‘sell’ to government and/or their 
constituents? What will be the return on investment? 

- If seeking a meeting with a parliamentarian, don’t dismiss an opportunity to meet with their 
staff and advisors. Building rapport with staff can be a very effective way of getting your 
message heard by a parliamentarian. 

Wednesday 17th: Engaging with advisors 

- Advisors are the eyes and ears of the minister 
- Advisors solve problems and devise solutions 

If you can get a meeting with an advisor, communicate clearly, don’t be contradictory, and leave 
something on their to do list as this means they have to re-engage. 

How to be a strong advocate 

“It’s the silence of the wise that is worse than the noise of the ill-informed”  

- Attend at least one non-research event per year and talk about your science. 
- Be dissatisfied with the status quo – constant growth is important 
- An example of a strong advocate is Cory Tutt from the ‘Deadly Science’ 

https://deadlyscience.org.au/  

Deadly science is about to launch a program called ‘Zoom a scientist’ which will connect scientists 
with remote schools. NSA can invite members to volunteer with this program.  

National Press Club Address 

Australia’s Chief Scientist Professor Cathy Foley 

https://www.npc.org.au/speaker/2021/801-dr-cathy-foley 

Professor Foley’s priorities for Australian science are: Education especially in digital tools; open 
access science; greater diversity. 

Advice for ECRs: Forge connections to open doors. Lean in - meet virtually if that is the only option. 

https://deadlyscience.org.au/
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Monday 29th March: Gala Dinner Melbourne 

Met with Professor Anne Kelso, CEO of NHMRC. Discussed the importance of the upcoming 
national dietary guidelines review. Discussed the decadal plan for nutrition science, which Anne was 
not aware of previously. Sent Professor Kelso an email follow up, this could be an opportunity for 
NSA to continue conversations with Professor Kelso. 


